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Most Detailed Recreational Map Ever Produced of Athens Area to be Released Oct. 28th 
 

Purple Lizard is proud to announce the release on October 28th of the new Athens Ohio, Zaleski, Lake Hope 

Lizard Map.  The Athens area has some of the best outdoor recreation in Ohio.  Now it has the most detailed 

recreational map ever produced of the area.  The map covers Athens, Hockhocking-Adena bikeway, Strouds Run, 

Nelsonville, Moonville, Zaleski State Forest, Lake Hope and much more.  The Athens area Lizard Map will help 

visitors, newcomers and longtime locals explore and discover all the best recreation the area has to offer.  

Purple Lizard will be releasing its new map of the area at a Map Release Party open to the public on 
Wednesday, October 28th, from 5:00 - 8:00 pm at Little Fish Brewing Company in Athens.  (Members of the 
media may request an advance copy of the map.) 

Purple Lizard has earned a reputation as one of the best recreational mapping company’s around.  Michael 

Hermann, Purple Lizard founder and head Cartographer explains,  

We build our maps from scratch.  Digital scratch, meaning we use government GIS data to create our 

own terrain models, contour lines, and then add a heaping pile of cartographic line-work sourced from 

every piece of information we can find. . . Then we get real. We go out into the field and we talk to 

people and really explore.  

Why Athens? Hermann explains the allure of mapping the Athens area,  
 
We were constantly discovering beautiful places as we immersed ourselves in the forests and backroads 
doing fieldwork for this project. The hills and hollows of the Athens region make it a fantastic outdoor 
playground with some of the best trail systems we have seen anywhere. 

 
Purple Lizard is an independent cartographic design firm that has been publishing recreational maps since 1997.  
Purple Lizard uses a combination of government and private data with extensive fieldwork to create high quality 
maps known for their exceptional design and functionality.    
 
Why are Purple Lizard maps called “Lizard Maps”? All Purple Lizard Maps have tiny purple lizards positioned 
throughout the map. Hermann explains,  
 

Purple Lizard Maps is all about helping people to get out and find their own special places and make 
their own adventures. The little lizards on all of our maps represent places that we think are worth 
finding. The Athens, Zaleski & Lake Hope area is full of spectacular places and we encourage people to 
use the map to find their own favorite spots. 

 
The Athens map is available for pre-order online at purplelizard.com and will be available beginning on October 
28th at local businesses. 
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